
ALL INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS SHOULD BE AS POSITIVE AS POSSIBLE!
The FIRST TO THIRD Drill is designed to teach the Student Field and Plate Umpires proper mechanics to make the best 
possible decision on plays involving a Runner from 1st. base possibly advancing to 3rd. base when the ball is put into play. 
This mechanic is possible anytime the ball is put into play with a runner at 1st. base, or, runners at 1st. and 3rd. bases...
UNLESS the Plate Umpire has FAIR/FOUL fly ball decision to make involving a ball hit to the RIGHT side of the field.
REQUIRED ITEMS FOR THE DRILL BY INSTRUCTORS:
2 Soft Feel Baseballs, 1 (or more) Ping Pong Paddles with different colored sides, 1 (or more) Baseball Gloves, 1 (or more) , ( ) g g , ( ) , ( )
Small Traffic Cones, Balls On A Stick (as needed)
Student Field Umpire:  Instructors should look for Five (5) key elements; (1) Signaling a possible 1st. to 3rd. play to his 
partner, (2) Locates batted ball and then proceeds into infield, (3) Sees the touch of R1 at 2nd. Base and the BR at 1st. Base, 
(4) Relocates the batted ball and keeps “Chest to Ball", (5) Does NOT have "Happy Feet' while 'Watching the Ball and 
Glancing at the Runner', when located in the "Working Area".
Student Plate Umpires: Instructors should look for Five (5) key elements;  (1) Signaling a possible 1st. to 3rd. play to his 
partner, (2) Reads the play and then moves up the 3rd. base line, in foul territory, to the LIBRARY, (3) Verifies that the BALL 
and RUNNER are both coming to 3rd. Base before he/she enters Fair territory,  (4) Let's the ball turn him/her into the play and 
comes set (Standing or Hands on Knees),  (5) Turns away from the play, keeping “Chest to Ball” depending on his/her call and 
location of the ball.
Student Groups:
The students should be divided into Four (4) equal groups, and these groups should be kept together until each rotation is 
complete, and then moved as a unit to the next station.
Student Group #1 (Field Umpires): The Lead Field Umpire is situated in the starting position for 'R1 only.  This position is 
behind the 2nd. Baseman, about on the grass line.  The Umpire should be in position and ready for the drill to begin.  The 
remaining Umpires should be in line, one behind the other, spaced comfortably behind the Lead Umpire.  This lineup should g p , , p y p p
allow the remaining students to watch the mechanic of the student performing the drill.  As soon as the Lead Umpire clears the 
starting position, the next Umpire MUST step forward and be ready to perform the next drill.  At the conclusion of the drill, they 
should return to the back of their drill line.
Student Group #2 (Plate Umpires): The Lead Plate Umpire should be behind the catcher (present or not).  He should be 
ready to run the drill.  The remaining Plate Umpires should be in line, one behind the other, spaced comfortably behind the 
Lead Umpire.  This lineup should allow the remaining students to watch the mechanic of the student performing the drill.  As 
soon as the Lead Umpire clears the starting position, the next Umpire MUST step forward and be ready to perform the next 
drill.  At the conclusion of the Umpire's drill, they should return to the back of their drill line.
Student Group #3 (Base Runners): This group is lined up, in Foul territory, one behind the other, between 1st. base and the 
dugout.  The Lead Runner is on 1st. base (or anywhere the Lead Instructor decides).  Base Runners should go ALL THE WAY 
to 3rd. base.  As soon as the Lead Runner clears the starting position, and the drill concludes, the next student will step up 
and be prepared to run.
Student Group #4 (Batter Runners): This group is lined up, in Foul territory, one behind the other, near the 'Fair/Foul Line' 
between Home Base and about 1/2 the distance to 1st. Base.  The Lead BR is on the Fair/Foul line about 1/2 the distance to 
1st. base.  The BR should go ALL THE WAY to 2nd. Base.  As soon as the Lead Runner clears the starting position, the next 
student will step up and be prepared to run.
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It MUST be made clear to Student Groups #2 & #3, that their job is to run (jog) the prescribed route on the track, and attempt 
to time their arrival at their bases with the Field Umpires Mechanic.  The Runner "MAY" deviate from this routine if instructed 
to do so by Instructor #1 (i.e.:  Miss the bag, Cause Interference or Obstruction, Stay at 2nd. base, etc.)  At the conclusion of 
their run, the Runner should return to the back of their respective runner lines.  
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INSTRUCTORS
This drill requires 4 Instructors (optimal).

Instructor #1 (Lead Instructor): Is positioned in the Infield near or on the mound The Lead Instructor is responsible for conducting theInstructor #1 (Lead Instructor): Is positioned in the Infield, near, or on, the mound. The Lead Instructor is responsible for conducting the 
drill, and providing general comments as needed to the Field Umpire once he/she is in the infield and located in the 'Working Area".  This 
Instructor also controls the Base Runner Line.

Instructor #2 (Field Umpire Line Monitor and Evaluator): Will be stationed near the 'Student Group #1'.  He/she will make sure the 
student line is ready to perform the drill.  He/she will provide comments as necessary to the Student Umpire, at the conclusion of the drill, 
concerning the 5 Key Elements being evaluated.  This Instructor will also represent the Outfielder with either a Ball or Paddle.

Instructor #3 (Plate Umpire Line Monitor and Evaluator): This Instructor will be stationed near the Plate Umpires.  He will make sure the 
next Umpire is ready to perform the drill, and control the BR Line.  He will provide comments concerning the 5 key elements being evaluated 
to the Umpire performing the drillto the Umpire performing the drill.

Instructor #4: This instructor will be stationed near the 3rd. Base LIBRARY.  He will assist the Plate Umpire in determining when the Umpire
should go into the infield.  He will provide general comments to the Plate Umpire during the drill as needed.  This Instructor will control any R3 
runners being used during the drill.

RUNNING THE FIRST TO THIRD DRILL
Each student should get 2 to 3 repetitions before the Groups are moved. Students should be practicing the drill while waiting in line for their 
next repetition. 

I t t #4 S ll T ffi t d t i h th LIBRARY i l t dInstructor #4 may use a Small Traffic cone to determine where the LIBRARY is located.

The Lead Instructor, when the Lead Umpires of Groups #1 & #2, and the Runners of Groups #3 & #4, are READY...  will command, "On the 
Rubber, Set... Balls Hit". This instructor will control all aspects of the drill and monitors the time and repetitions each student receives.

Each Field Umpire running the drill will...  Perform the Five (5) key drill elements in order.  As he/she enters the infield, it is best to let R1
pass in front of the Field Umpire.  The Field Umpire can see R1's 'Touch' at 2nd. Base over his/her Right shoulder, and this maneuver will 
allow the Field Umpire to "GLANCE" at the BR as needed.  He/she will run a conventional 'Pivot' and SEE the touch of BR at 1st. Base.  
Relocate the batted ball, keeping their Chest to Ball', while turning with the ball to where the play is going to be made.  If the throw goes to 
3rd. base, the Field Umpire will turn with the ball, without moving toward the play.  He/she should GLANCE at each remaining runner on the 
track to know their location and be ready to make a call on the runner(s).

Each Plate Umpire running the drill will...  Perform the Five (5) key drill elements in order.  If a 1st. to 3rd. situation is READ by the Plate 
Umpire, he/she will remove their mask and proceed in foul territory to the LIBRARY, using the verbal, "I’ve got t3rd if he comes, I've got 3rd if 
he comes.".  If the Plate Umpire determines there will be NO play at 3rd. base, he will return to Home base using the verbal, "I'm going 
home." If the Plate umpire determines the BALL and RUNNER are coming to 3rd. base, he/she will move to the grass cut, using the verbal, 
"I've Got 3rd.", and let the thrown ball turn him/her into the play.  He/she will go SET (Hands on Knees or Standing), and make the call.  If the 
Runner is SAFE, the Plate Umpire will move quickly 3 or 4 steps toward Home Base (using CROSS STEPS) and watch the runner.  If the 
Runner is OUT, the Plate Umpire will 'Open the Gate', to the Right, as the ball is thrown (to the Pitcher or to Make a Play), keeping the ball 
on his/her chest.  If the Ball gets Away at 3rd. base, the Plate Umpire has responsibility of the 'Over Throw' as well as the 'Play At Home'.  If 
a play is possible at Home, the Plate Umpire will return to Home Base while in the Infield.  At the conclusion of the play/drill, the Plate 
Umpire will return to Home Base, keeping the ball in site.

Each Base Runner performing the drill, will...  Start their run (jog) from a point about 1/3 of the way to 2nd. base.  Runners will NEED to 
know the location of the ball and after rounding 2nd. base, time their arrival at 3rd. base to coincide with the arrival of the ball.
Each Batter Runner performing the drill, will...  Start their run (jog) from a point about 1/2 of the way to 1st. base.  Runners will NEED to 
know the location of the ball and after rounding 1st. base, proceed to 2nd. Base as the throw goes to 3rd.

ALL INSTRUCTOR COMMENTS SHOULD BE AS POSITIVE AND CONSTRUCTIVE AS POSSIBLE!!
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